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Fashion story forum

Discuss the latest fashion trends here. Important note: If you find unintentional expenses in your account, please visit the In-app purchases stream in the discussion for more information. All times GMT -7. The time now is 09:00 AM. Powered by vBulletin® version 4.2.0 Copyright © 2021 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
4evaluations0question and answerMarcos Spadoni wrote the April 2019 AssessmentGoiânia, GO21 contributions4 useful voicesScase of dresses that she wore... Fast ride, no other attractions.... I expected more.... but a well-organizedexperigenation date: February 2019Sunshine769508 wrote a review February 2019123 contributions29
useful voicesFashion of Kensington Palace was a very pleasant, really fun and skilled staff who had a lot to tell you about previous monarchs. But my favorite part was, of course, seeing Diana's dresses, which I admired as much as a little girl. It offers good-value rooms. Experience date: February 2019Taxidevil wrote July
2018reviewGlasgow, UNITED Kingdom2,974 contributions865 useful voicesThis exhibition is included with a visit to Kensington Palace. There are three small rooms of some of the most iconic dresses worn by Princess Diana, as well as some design designs. Dresses are very beautiful, but Diana take them to another level. I think it can
be difficult for a younger generation to understand what impact Diana had on fashion. After seeing the dresses, you can visit the rest of Kensington Palace.... Experience date: July 20184xab wrote a review June 2018Baden, Austria70 contributions8 useful voicesYgive a lot of visit not only for a fashion fanI am happy to visit this exhibition.
The choice of dresses was very sensitive. It was interesting to see Lady Dee's development in fashion. And of course it was good to see that she is a woman with curves, with a beautiful body and dress helped to show the shape here. Experience Date: May 2018, please comment on your own tips and tricks RECORD on the surprise
or breast field if you don't want to buy it, and yes, you can get 2 or more of the same item out of the box, if its elements of the avatar  here's a link to all the fields and there's content   ���  ⬆️ You level fast ⬆️ Spoken YOUR RATING AND CUSTOMERS ARE HAPPY  You want the heart rating to stay at
100 if you want to earn as much money as possible. The higher your rating, the more customers you get, which means more shopping. To do this, keep racks and tables full if your low stock level blocks your door with anything, it's like your store is closed so you have time to top up and your rating doesn't go down. If your customers are
left dissatisfied with a broken heart over their heads, it could mean they couldn't find a mirror or dressing room close enough to the item they wanted, so spread out their dressing rooms and mirrors, mirrors side by side such as shoes, handbags and jewellery, they should not always be standing mirror wall mirrors will be used, but make
sure they are not blocked in anything. So be sure to keep your rating by keeping customers happy so you can make more money. ⤴ ️More alignment advice⤴ ️ many of us are at level 99 and can't wait for 100, but think it will take forever. Well, I learned some great tips, Hannah Mriya and Ani have been finding ways to align everything
about these XPs, so if you're not saving coins and are more concerned about getting to a certain level, these are some great ways. Alignment with décor, buy, buy, buy! Use these coins many items have very high XPs here some well they found that a member of the community aligned quickly by buying Goblin and tea dressing room, and
the usual black cheap windows and thin empty tables, thanks to Ani I learned that 550 XPs, and empty 200XP tables, if you want to sell them back, you won't get all the money back, but it's about aligning up. Spend these coins to buy items, that's how I leveled so quickly I bought every coin item I can, and the higher xp, the more you have
to buy. Alignment can also be done with clothes it's a few items and strategies they kindly shared with me. I also have a great link to help you level up with clothes this strategy site, it's amazing For those who don't have much time to order clothes Neon shorts from the Bright Life collection will offer 186 XP per hour for those who have
some time to order 5 hot fold items over boots from the Cool and Cozy collection offering 62 XPs per hour. If you really have time on your hands ordering Star Dress from the Spring Cill collection offers 20 XPs, and since it's only an hour to make, you order to tell 10 that it's 200 XPs right there. Another item from this collection of Retro
Sunglasses can also help with 20 XPs as well. All business collections luxe bag, pencil skirt and bow heels only take 30 seconds and 2 XPs and an hour, so if you order say 20 of each, it's 120 XPs an hour. Many also noticed that further down the clothes, the more you can get, except for updates on day 1 they are always the last, then
move up. But this is only an alignment strategy. Try to see and pay attention to clothes that earn you more XPs in an hour rather than in general. That's what Hannasdrem told me and she's the only player I know who is on the LVL 100 except for the girl who just reached it by buying Goblins and Tea Cup dressing rooms. I hope I explained
it clearly and everything is right if not leave a comment or question also leave your advice for aligning up. Thank you Ani Hannahsdream Threadz For this useful information I know many will get great use from this information.  LIKE THIS SITE IF YOU WANT TO KNOW WHICH ITEMS ARE GETTING YOU MORE COINS
AND HTTPS://DOCS.GOOGLE.COM/SPREADSHEET/PUB?HL=EN_US&amp;HL=EN_US&amp;KEY=0AIROJQZYMHCPDDFDYNVQTUPVZETSRGEXRTK5BW5UOWC&amp;OUTPUT=HTML ❤️❤️❤️❤️А АБО ВИКОРИСТОВУВАТИ СВІЙ КАЛЬКУЛЯТОР ДЛЯ ПЕВНОГО ПЕВНОГО JUST KICK IN THE NUMBERS OF ITS
AWESOME❤️❤️❤️❤️ HTTP://SUPREMEDYNASTY.COM/TL/MASTERYCALC_FSHN IF YOUR WOTH PROBLEMS ARE ANY TYPE OF DEVICE OR DON  HTTP://FORUMS.STORM8.COM/SHOWTHREAD.PHP?26269-CURRENT-BUGS-AND-ISSUES-FOR-FASHION-
STORY&AMP;HIGHLIGHT=FASHION+STORY+ANDROID+UPDATE T GET AN UPDATE, PLEASE CHECK OUT THIS FS FORUM  HTTP://FORUMS.STORM8.COM/SHOWTHREAD.PHP?26269-CURRENT-BUGS-AND-ISSUES-FOR-FASHION-STORY&AMP;HIGHLIGHT=FASHION+STORY+ANDROID+UPDATE �
� CONFIG PAGE TO GET AND YOU GET IT  If you want to align quickly, then there are many ways. , keeping a lot of clothes for neighbors tip, so this means keeping neighbors who will tip you, visiting neighbors will also help you level up and earn coins. If you want to align fast to buy a lot of stuff for your store with inventory
that will earn you a lot of XPs. OH NO, I accidentally kept a rack or TABLE that was full HERE, how to help get it back  Just rush to open and completely close the game and then reopen it you have to have your rack or table back. Leave the money quickly  Order a bunch of items from the City Flower Collection, one that takes 2
days to complete and let the items sell out, you'll be rolling into the dough. many only certain gifts from your neighbors and still get all 20 gifts YOU HAVE AS  Tired of too many pumps or just want a certain gift. Well just follow these steps and you will get all the gifts you want. 1. Reject gifts that you do not want. For example, if you
don't want the pumps just click reject. 2. Ask a neighbor to give you the right product. For example, if you have a neighbor you're talking from or someone you haven't received a gift from, just ask them to send you the gift you want. 3. You can do this because we are allowed 20 gifts a day. If you reject 3, that leaves you with only 17, giving
you the option to get the 3 gifts you want. So you don't feel like a gift is wasted. HEM TIPS  SURING GEMS FROM ORDERING ITEMS AT 2 &amp;AMP; 4 lvl  every time you order a product and reach LVL 2 or 4 you get a gem, When you're done earning gems with this item start on new items, don't fill your racks
with the same item, just keep moving around the catalog, that's all they ask for games or editions  Anytime android players are asked to download the version to do so, that's 6 free gems. IOS players, if they ask you to download the game to do so, 6 free gems. Even better it can ask you up to 5 times to get to certain levels, such as
download Bingo earn 6 gems, Buy Gem at Double The Discount  When you have a gem sale don't buy iTunes or Google Play cards for a price. Go to the site where you can buy and Gift cards such as Grandma Gift Card you can get iTunes and Google Play cards at a discount. So let's say you have 30% off the sale of gemstone
and bought an iTunes or Google Play card for a 20% discount! that's a whole 50% saving my friends.  Teach free gift cards by playing Mapoint Apps  earn free gift cards such as Amazon's iTunes &amp; Other great things just to play and download MA Point Apps. IVE added like VIDEO LINKS so you can get a general idea of how to
use MA APPS and EARN POINTS TO BUY GIFT CARDS AND AND FREE STUFF ALSO GOOGLE SWAGG BUCKS IT SIMILAR, EXCEPT U DONT DOWNLOAD APPS ITS MORE WEBSITE U EARN POINTS THROUGH SURVEYS AND WATCH VIDEOS AND OTHER ACTIONS AND THEN USE THEM TO GET FREE GIFT CARDS
AND OTHER ITEMS I HAVE A COLLAGE OF IOS CUSTOM APPS CHECK, WHAT TO PUT, SCROLLING DOWN, PLEASE, I JUST EARNED MY SECOND iTUNES GIFT CARD JUST TO PLAY SOME GAMES AND OPENING SOME APPS EVERY DAY, PR WATCHING 15 SEC VIDEO ADVERTISING HERE PROOF IT WORKS,
HOW CAN YOU GET IT TOO THEY HAVE AMAZON BEST BUY AND OTHER GREAT THINGS HERE LINK TO YOUR SITE WITH MORE DETAILS AND HOW TO USE Have iOS and use the iTunes App Store? Well you can earn a free iTunes gift card if you don't have iTunes, you can earn other free things like Best Buy, Home Depot,
Amazon Gift Cards, Apple TV and other prizes. To do this, you need to download applications that earn you MA points it works for both Android and iOS systems. Most are games you play and earn points for achievement, and some are programs like Crackle, which has free TV and movies, anyway you earn points for performing actions
and only to open the program every day. You store these MA glasses in a store where you can convert your points into gift cards and other items, these cost more MA points or you can enter sweeps that take fewer MA points because your entered draw with others and the occasional winner is selected, so you're not guaranteed to win,
but you have a chance and they're usually only 100 MA points and sweeps take about 6 days. I store for the store an item iTunes gift card so I can buy gems which means I got them for free because I didn't pay for the apps I earned MA points on! Video on how to use MA &lt;img src= -030438.jpg=alt=20131120-030438.jpg
class=alignnone size-full=gt; Glasses here are some other programs that offer MA points. Here are some more ma point apps for iOS users and prizes you can get, cash your points. You can do this on multiple sections, just use different email addresses. These iOS apps will earn you points, be sure to open them every day. How to
QUICKLY EARN MAPOINTS Here I tried to explain the games and achievements that earn you rewards. I know my videos are always awful, but I hope it helps some. TRANST YOUR STORE FROM ONE DEVICE TO ANOTHER AND HOW TO RECOVER LOST PASSWORDS  How to transfer an account from 1 device to another
and what to do if you lost your password I get questions about how to transfer accounts from your old one to a new device, so here's a link to the forum that instructions and more about transferring your account also you can email the bench command in support@teamlava.com send them your ID and the game you want to transfer and let
them know that you want to migrate your account, you can also turn on the old and new device that you transfer from and on. Here's a useful link as well as the forum bench team altogether is great for many questions and tips you can read all the messages by logging in with the same ID you have on fashion history and set up the
password it will offer you on how to do this, here's the link. Also, here's the message I received in response he asks the bench team about letting us expand more, which has nothing to do with it, but it was an automatic reply email he explains how to migrate the account and what to do if you lose your password 1st download Restaurant
Story, Fashion History and any other TL game you play 2. Go to History App 3. Go to your phone in the upper-right corner of 4. Select IVITE FRIEND 5. Enter your current fashion history ID and password. 6. It will ask if you want to link your TL games, that is where you left off in the original store, you will not lose anything everything
remains the same, click yes. That's it, you can add your store to multiple devices and systems. I have mine on and android and iOS system. ❤️❤️PICCOLLAGE TIPS❤️❤️ I've done better, easier to see and understand as a simple guide to using the PicCollage app. It will help those in my competition where I need collages or other collage
contests, or if you just want to do a collage, I hope it will help. If you want more videos on how to do certain things related to Fashion History or just have questions, comments or suggestions, please leave them under the questions, comments, suggestions area at the top of the page. So here's a link to my video, enjoy it and please if you
have any comments or questions posing them thank you, I hope it's helpful, I'm sorry these collages look awful, but I just threw them together to give you a rough idea of how to put them together. I will post a collage that he made using only this application KIK MESSENGER TIPS  What is KIK messenger is a way to communicate
privately, group chat and send photos for things like the contest. Why should you get a CYC? There are many reasons to talk to friends more, your wall only allows so many characters on KIK you can write longer without having to break what your writing is. You can share photos of your avatars for contests, those who enter avatar
contests or host them can be in more than one or not online 24/7. KIK allows you to send a photo of your avatar to the host, it will save time for both the participant and the host. You can share photos of family friends and more, as well as chat privately or in group chats without everyone in your business. There are many reasons why this
is just a great app to have. How to install 1. Go to Google KIK type messenger and select store or Google Play. If it does not work, if you look at the first result, you will see the download it will take you to pâté that I will say something like oops can not download, so you should see the android or apple sign and download the button again
choose that and it will help you right the App Store, that's how I had to do it. 2. After downloading the application you do just as you did for Fashion History and then a username that can be changed as many times as you like for free. You can also add a picture of you, your avatar, pet, friends, family, or whatever you like, you can easily
change that as well. 3. Then to add others you click the chat bubble in the top right corner, then magnify the glass and put in your ID. 4. They will then be in your contact list, and everyone you've added will be on your contact list, just click on the chat bubble with your username, and then talk. Look pretty easily if I left anything or you still
need help, please ask me to do my best. I add another post on how to add chat rooms for groups, leave a group chat, and send pictures how to send a pic using KIK You just click plus on the left and then select the gallery that will take you to your photo album and select the photo you want to send. You can send only one photo at a time.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you
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